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1TECHNICAL MEMEORANDUM
SOLUTION GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SINGLE CRYSTALS  
ON EARTH AND IN MICROGRAVITY
1.  INTRODUCTION
The growth of crystals wth talored physcal and chemcal propertes, characterzaton of crystals 
wth advanced nstrumentaton, and ther eventual converson nto devces play a vtal role n scence and 
technology. Crystal growth is an important field of materials science that involves controlled phase trans-
formaton. Growth of crystals from soluton at low temperature s one of the mportant technques 
in the field of  science—pharmaceutical, agriculture, and materials science. Crystal growth acts as a 
brdge between scence and technology for practcal applcatons. In the past few decades, there has 
been a growng nterest n the crystal growth process, partcularly n vew of the ncreasng demand for 
materials for technological applications. The strong influence of single crystals in present day technology 
is evident from the recent advancements in the fields of semiconductors, transducers, infrared detectors, 
ultrasonc amplfers, ferrtes, magnetc garnets, sold-state lasers, nonlnear optc, pezoelectrc, 
acousto-optic, photosensitive materials, and crystalline thin films for microelectronics and computer appli-
catons. All these developments could only be acheved due to the avalablty of sngle crystals such as 
slcon, germanum, gallum arsende, and also wth the dscovery of nonlnear optcal propertes n some 
norganc, semorganc and organc crystals. Researchers have always been n the search of new mate-
rals for the growth of sngle crystals for new applcatons and modfyng present crystals for varous 
applcatons. Any crystal growth process s complex; t depends on many parameters that can nteract. A 
complete description of a process may well be impossible, since it would require the specifications of too 
many varables. That s why, sometmes crystal growth s called art and scence, but lke other crafts t 
can provde great satsfacton after a successful crystal growth of a desred materal.
The solid-state materials can be classified into single crystals, polycrystalline, and amorphous 
materals dependng upon the arrangement of consttuent molecules, atoms, or ons. An deal crystal 
s one n whch the surroundngs of any atom would be exactly the same as the surroundngs of every 
similar atom in three dimensions. Real crystals are finite and contain defects. The consistency of the 
characterstcs of devces fabrcated from a crystal depends on the homogenety and defect contents of the 
crystals. Hence, the process of producng sngle crystals that offer homogeneous meda n the atomc level 
wth drectonal propertes attracts more attenton than any other process. The methods of growng crys-
tals are manly dctated by the characterstcs of the materal and the desred sze of the crystal. The method 
of growng crystals at low and hgh temperature can be broadly dvded nto the followng sx categores: 
•  Growth from aqueous soluton (low-temperature growth).
 
• Growth by gel method (low-temperature growth). 
• Growth from flux or top-seeded solution growth method (high-temperature growth). 
2• Hydrothermal growth (hgh-temperature growth).
 
• Hgh-pressure growth (hgh-temperature growth). 
• Growth by electrodeposton.
Growth of bulk crystals from aqueous soluton s techncally very mportant. Besdes bulk crys-
tal growth, this method is also used for the purification of materials and the separation of impurities. 
Growth of large sngle crystals from aqueous soluton s of nterest for essentally two reasons: 1) There 
s a growng need for soluton-grown crystals n the area of hgh-power laser technology, lke potassum 
dhydrogen phosphate (KDP) type crystals and 2) research n ths area of crystal growth and the corre-
spondng n-depth examnaton of several key parameters provdes fundamental case studes generatng 
theory and technology applcable to all soluton crystal growth processes, ncludng new aqueous growth 
systems and hgh-temperature soluton growth. 
In ths artcle, the fundamental aspects of soluton growth and the dfferent methods of bulk 
crystal growth from soluton are descrbed along wth soluton crystal growth n the mcrogravty env-
ronment of space. Based on the extensve experence of the authors n growng norganc and organc 
crystals on Earth and n space, the authors have tred to gve a lucd explanaton of the funda-mentals  
of soluton crystal growth and crystal growth systems. Enough detals are gven on crystallzer fabrca-
ton, assocated nstruments, and technques so that a new researcher may be able to desgn and set up 
ther own soluton crystal growth system after revew of ths materal. Furthermore, growth and perfec-
ton of technologcally mportant crystal from aqueous soluton, based on a case study of trglycne sul-
fate (TGS), s presented. Effects of varous parameters such as the seed holder desgn; seed morphology; 
soluton characterstcs such as pH, growth temperature, dopants, and mpurtes; and mcrogravty on the 
physcal propertes are presented n detal. 
32.  CRYSTALLIZATION—NUCLEATION AND GROWTH KINETICS
The study and nvestgaton of crystal growth mples the determnaton of growth laws, growth 
mechanisms, and explanation of final results, i.e. the crystal habit. These aspects are interconnected. Since 
the growth rate of a face depends on its growth mechanisms and contributes to define the crystal habit, the 
detailed knowledge of these aspects is essential for the production of crystals of specific physical or mor-
phologcal propertes. The crystal growth s due to deposton of solute partcles on the crystal faces, whch 
can grow layer by layer at dfferent rates. The growth rate of a face, .e. advancement of ts surface n the 
normal drecton per unt tme, depends upon nternal and external factors. Internal factors are the surface 
structure of faces, whch n turn are related to the bulk crystal structure and ther degree of perfecton. 
Defects usually occur n the crystals and can emerge at the surface, affectng the growth knetcs. External 
factors are supersaturaton, solute concentraton that s related to solublty, temperature of the soluton, 
soluton composton, mechancal condtons such as stll or strred soluton, presence of mpurtes, mag-
netic field, and gravitational field. The crystal growth of a face is a succession of complex processes, which 
take place at the nterface between the lqud and sold phase. It therefore mples transport of matter and 
energy across the nterface, whch s the ste of major mportance n crystal growth. 
 
In the followng secton, the fundamentals of nucleaton and crystal growth at low-temperature 
soluton are descrbed.
2.1  Expression for Supersaturation
The supersaturaton of a system can be expressed n a number of ways. A basc unt of concentra-
tion as well as temperature must be specified. The concentration driving force (ΔC), the supersaturaton 
rato (S), and relatve supersaturaton (σ) are related to each other as follows: 
	 ΔC  =  C–C*  , (1)
where C s the actual concentraton of the soluton and C* s the equlbrum concentraton at a gven 
temperature.
The supersaturaton rato s gven as,
	 S = C/C*  . (2)
The relatve supersaturaton s as follows:
	 σ  =  (C–C*)/C* or σ = S–1  . (3)
The supersaturaton can be estmated f the concentraton of a soluton can be measured at a 
gven temperature and the correspondng equlbrum saturaton concentraton s known. 
4The requred supersaturaton can be acheved ether by coolng/evaporaton or the addton of a 
precptant. A detaled nvestgaton on the relatonshp between supersaturaton and spontaneous crystal-
lzaton was reported by Mers and Isaac.1 The results of their analysis are shown in figure 1. There are 
three zones that are termed as regon I, II, and III. The lower contnuous lne s the normal solublty of 
the salt concerned. The temperature and concentraton at whch spontaneous crystallzaton occurs, are 
represented by the upper broken curve, generally referred as the supersolublty curve. Ths curve s not 
well defined, like the solubility curve, and its position in the diagram depends on the degree of agitation 
of the solution. The three zones are defined as follows:
• Stable (undersaturated) zone, where crystallzaton s not possble.
• Metastable zone, where spontaneous crystallzaton s mprobable. However, f a seed crystal s placed 
n such a metastable soluton, growth wll occur. 
• Unstable or lable (supersaturaton) zone, where spontaneous crystallzaton s more probable.
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Fgure 1.  Mers and Issac solublty curve.
The achievement of supersaturation is not sufficient to initiate the crystallization. Formation of embryos 
or nucle wth a number of mnute sold partcles present n the soluton, often termed as centers of 
crystallization, is a prerequisite. Nucleation may occur spontaneously or it may be induced artificially. 
Broadly, nucleation can be classified into primary and secondary. All types of nucleation, homogeneous 
or heterogeneous, n systems that do not contan crystallne matter fall under prmary. On the other hand, 
nucleaton generated n the vcnty of crystals present n a supersaturated system s termed as secondary.
5The formaton of stable nucle occurs only by the addton of molecule A1, untl a crtcal cluster 
s formed, as follows:
 An–1 + A1 → An (crtcal cluster)  . (4)
Subsequent addtons to the crtcal cluster result n nucleaton followed by growth. The growth 
unts n a soluton, ons or molecules, can nteract wth one another resultng n a short-lved cluster. 
Short chains or flat monolayers may be formed initially and eventually the lattice structure is built up. 
Ths process occurs very rapdly and contnues n regons of very hgh supersaturaton. Many nucle fal 
to acheve maturty and smply dssolve due to ther unstable nature. If the nucle grow beyond a certan 
crtcal sze, they become unstable under the average condtons of supersaturaton n the bulk of the 
soluton. The formaton of a sold partcle wthn a homogeneous soluton results from the expendture 
of a certan quantty of energy.
The total quantty of work (W) requred for the formaton of a stable nucleus s equal to the sum 
of the work requred to form the surface (WS), whch s a postve quantty, and the work requred to 
form the bulk of the partcle (Wv) s a negatve quantty as follows:
	 W = WS + Wv		. (5)
The change n Gbbs free energy (ΔG), between the crystallne phase and the surroundng mother 
lquor, results n a drvng force that stmulates crystallzaton. Ths ΔG s the sum of the surface free 
energy and the volume free energy as
	 ΔG  =  ΔGs  +  ΔGv		. (6)
For a sphercal nucleus,
	 ΔG = 4π	r2γ + 4/3 π	r3ΔGv		, (7)
where r s the radus of nucleus, γ s the nterfacal tenson, and ΔGv s the free-energy change per unt 
volume.
For rapd crystallzaton (ΔG < 0) the first term in equation (7) expresses the formation of the 
new surface, and the second term expresses the dfference n chemcal potental between the crystallne 
phase (µ) and the surroundng mother lquor (µo). At the crtcal condton, free-energy formaton obeys 
the condton dΔG/dr = 0. Hence, the radus of the crtcal nucleus s expressed as
	 r* = 2γ/ΔGv		. (8)
  
The crtcal free-energy barrer s
	 ΔG* = (16 π	γ3 v2)/3(Δμ)2  . (9)
6The number of molecules n the crtcal nucleus s gven as follows:
	 I* =4/3πγ(r*)3  . (10)
The crucal parameter between a growng crystal and the surroundng mother lquor s the nterfacal ten-
son (γ). Ths complex parameter can be determned by conductng nucleaton experments.
             Crystal growth from vapor, melt, or soluton only occurs when the medum s supersaturated. 
The process nvolves at least two stages: 1) Formaton of stable three-dmensonal nucle and (2) devel-
opment of the stable three-dmensonal nucle nto crystals wth well-developed faces.2 
The formaton of three-dmensonal nucle s usually dscussed n terms of reducton n the 
Gbbs free energy of the system. At a gven supersaturaton and temperature, there s a crtcal value of 
the free energy at whch three-dmensonal nucle of a crtcal radus are formed. Only those nucle that 
are greater than the crtcally szed nucleus are capable of growng nto crystals of vsble sze by the 
attachment of growth speces (.e. molecules, atoms, or ons) at energetcally favorable growth stes lke 
kinks (K) in the ledges (L) of a surface. The surfaces of growing crystals may be flat (F), stepped (S), 
or knked (K). Crystals of vsble sze are usually bound by the slowly growng F faces by the attach-
ment of growth unts at energetcally favorable stes. Fgure 2 shows dfferent postons for the attach-
ment of growth units at a flat crystal-medium interface of a simple cubic lattice. A growth unit attached 
at the surface terrace (T), a smooth L, and a K ste has one, two, and three out of sx nearest neghbors, 
respectvely. Therefore, a growth unt arrvng on the T, at the TL, and at the K smply loses one, two, 
and three degrees of freedom. If φ s the bndng energy per par, the correspondng bndng energy of 
a growth unt attached at these stes s φ, 2φ and 3φ, respectvely. Snce the probablty of capturng a 
growth unt at a gven ste depends on the term exp(n φ/kT), where n s the number of bonds formed, k s 
the Boltzmann constant, and T s the temperature n Kelvn the growth unt has a much hgher probabl-
ty of becomng a part of the crystal at the K ste, rather than at the L or at the T. 
 Consequently, n contrast to Ls, the contrbuton of Ks s overwhelmngly hgh n the rate of ds-
placement of a step along the surface (v), and n the rate of dsplacement of the surface normal to t (R). 
Smlarly, the contrbuton to the face growth rate (R) by the drect attachment of growth unts at the T s 
neglgble.
From ths dscusson t may be concluded that the knetcs of crystal growth may, n general, be 
consdered to occur n the followng stages:
• Growth unts transported to the growng surface by bulk dffuson and captured onto the T.
• Mgraton of growth unts adsorbed onto the T to the S by surface dffuson and captured at the S.
• Mgraton of growth unts adsorbed onto the S to the K ste and ntegrated nto the K.
• Transport of the released heat of the reacton and solvent molecules from the solvated atoms/molecules.
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Figure 2.  Different positions for the attachment of growth units at a flat crystal 
 medum nterface of a smple cubc lattce.
One or more of the above stages may control the growth rate, but the slowest one s always rate 
lmtng. However, t should be noted that growth knetcs, characterzed by rates v and R, depends on 
crystal structure, structure of crystal-medum nterface (.e. rough or smooth), presence of dslocatons 
emergng on the growng face, supersaturaton of the growth medum, growth temperature, strrng, and 
mpurtes present n the growth medum. It s also these factors that ultmately determne the surface 
morphology of crystals.
To explan the crystal growth processes, varous theores and models along wth the role of  
mpurtes, have been proposed n the past. For detals, one can refer to varous excellent references.2–36  
The mportant growth models are as follows:  
• Two-dmensonal nucleaton models.
• Spral growth models.
• Bulk dffuson models. 
• Growth by a group of cooperatng screw dslocatons.
2.2  Effects of Convection in Solution Growth
Convecton s comprsed of two mechansms: 1) Energy transfer due to random molecular 
motion (diffusion) and 2) energy transferred by the bulk or macroscopic motion of the fluid. This fluid 
moton s assocated wth the fact that, at any nstance, large numbers of molecules are movng collec-
tvely or as aggregates. Such moton n the presence of a temperature gradent contrbutes to heat trans-
8fer. Because the molecules n the aggregate retan ther random moton, the total heat transfer s then due 
to a superposton of energy transport by the random moton of the molecules and by the bulk moton of 
the fluid. It is customary to use the term convection when referring to this cumulative transport and the 
term advection referring to transport due to bulk fluid motion.
2.2.1  Natural Convection
Convection heat flow can be classified as natural or free convection and forced convection, 
according to the nature of the fluid flow. Natural convection is due to the density difference of a solution 
near a crystal and far from t. Densty dfference s due prmarly to the concentraton change of a solu-
ton durng growth or the dssoluton of a crystal, and secondly to the absorpton or evoluton of the heat 
in the fluid. In natural convection, fluid motion is due to buoyancy forces within the fluid. Buoyancy is 
due to the combined presence of a fluid density gradient and a body force that is proportional to density. 
In practice, the body force is usually the gravitational force. Free-convection flows may occur in the 
form of a plume. The well-known convective flow pattern for solution growth is associated with fluid 
rsng from the bottom of the crystal. Soluton rses durng the growth of a crystal because the soluton 
near a crystal s less dense, resultng from the reducton n the concentraton, and the temperature s 
hgher because of the evoluton of crystallzaton heat. Wth the depleton of the heaver solute, the solu-
ton around the crystal becomes lghter, and thus rses. When the crystal s dssolved, the drecton of the 
moton s opposte (downward). Under these condtons, the dffuson of molecules s supplemented by 
the more energetc convectve transport of matter.
Dffuson s the dstrbuton of a substance by a random moton of ndvdual partcles. It s due 
to the presence of a gradient of the chemical potential in the system. A gradient is defined as an incre-
mental of a function in an infinitely short distance along the direction of the most rapid variation of the 
functon. Dffuson always reduces ths gradent. Molecular dffuson s observed n vscous meda and 
at low supersaturations, as well as in the growth of crystals, in thin films of liquids, or in capillaries. 
In molecular dffuson, the transport of matter to a crystal s slower than under other dffuson cond-
tons. The thckness of the boundary layer ncreases wth tme and the concentraton gradent gradually 
decreases. Therefore, the rate of growth decreases wth tme. The tme nterval durng the formaton of 
a boundary dffuson layer represents the nonsteady state condton. Durng ths ntal perod, the rate 
of growth vares consderably. The thckness of the boundary layer depends on the dfference between 
the denstes of dfferent parts of the soluton (.e., growth rate of a crystal), the vscosty of the soluton, 
and the dmensons of the crystal. The presence of the boundary near the crystal, and the orentaton of 
the crystal tself, affects the nature of the convecton currents and the thckness of the boundary layer at 
dfferent crystal faces.
2.2.2  Forced Convection
Forced convecton s produced by the acton of external forces, such as the forced moton of a 
crystal n soluton. There s no basc dfference between forced and natural convecton. Wth respect to a 
crystal, when the moton velocty of a soluton s ncreased, the thckness of the boundary layer ncreases 
and the supply of matter to a face of the crystal ncreases. Therefore, ncreasng the rate of moton of a 
solution increases the growth rate of the crystal faces; however, this processing cannot continue indefinitely. 
A temperature gradent consttutes the drvng potental for heat transfer. Smlarly, concentraton gradent 
9of a speces n a mxture or soluton provdes the drvng potental of mass transfer. Both conducton heat 
transfer and mass dffuson are transport processes that orgnate from molecular actvtes. Crystal grow-
ers are actually concerned with two aspects of the nutrient-to-crystal transport: 1) The mass flux across an 
interface, referred to as interfacial flux, which determines the crystal growth rate; and 2) the concentration 
profile of growth species in the nutrient adjacent to the crystal, which is an essential parameter in morpho-
logcal stablty dscussons.
Let us now ntroduce the dmensonless numbers that govern forced convecton and free convec-
ton. The Grashof number (Gr) s as follows:
 Gr = g T Lv
β∆ 3
2   , (11)
where g s gravtatonal acceleraton (m/s2), β is thermal expansion coefficient (β=1/ρ(δρ/δT), ρ s den-
sty, ΔT s temperature dfference between the horzontal surfaces separated by L, and v s knematc vs-
costy (m2/s). The Grashof number (Gr) plays the same role n free convecton that the Reynolds number 
(Re) plays n forced convecton. The Reynold number (Re) s shown as follows:
	 Re = VL/v = ρVL/μ  , (12)
where V s velocty (m/s), L s characterstc length (m), v s knematc vscosty (m2/s), ρ s densty, and 
μ s vscosty (kg/s.m). The Reynolds number (Re) provdes a rato of the nertal to vscous forces actng 
on a fluid element ratio. In contrast, the Grashof number (Gr) ndcates the rato of buoyancy force to 
viscous force acting on the fluid.
2.3  Effect of Impurities
 We will now define impurities that are inherently present and additives, or dopants, which are 
delberately added. The former are naturally present n the growth envronment and are unwanted; the 
latter are delberately added to control nucleaton, mprove crystal qualty, ncrease sze, and change the 
crystal habt and other physcal propertes. Ths topc has receved great attenton snce t s of relevant 
theoretcal and practcal nterest n the growth of crystals of ndustral mportance. The ablty of mpu-
rtes to change the growth behavor has been studed by many authors.23–36 It s well known that the 
influence of impurities and the growth rate are based on the adsorption of foreign species (ions, atoms, 
or molecules) at Ks, Ls, and s of a growng crystal. The change of the crystal form s based on a dffer-
ence n adsorpton energes on dfferent faces. Impurty molecules wll be adsorbed preferentally on 
surfaces where the free adsorpton energy has the maxmum. It has been possble to predct the preferred 
surface usng computatonal approaches.37 Recently, the mechansms and models of adsorpton of mpu-
rtes durng the growth of bulk crystals have been surveyed by Sangwal, ncludng knetc effects of 
mpurtes on the growth of sngle crystals from soluton.36
Solvent tself s an mpurty. Hgh temperatures and hgh supersaturatons ncrease growth rate; 
but n the presence of a solvent, the effect of temperature s stronger snce t promotes water desorp-
ton and growth knetcs much more than supersaturaton, as found for sucrose.38–39 Anomales found 
by Chernov, et al. at 10 and 40 °C n growth rates dsappeared when ethanol, whch s known to dsrupt 
the bulk structure of water, was added to the soluton.40 Indeed, water adsorbed on crystal surfaces has 
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propertes dfferng from those of free water. Ths s attrbuted to the dfferent structures of the adsorbed 
layer that undergo phaselke transformatons at these temperatures.
Impurty adsorpton can be ndrectly studed though the adsorpton sotherm, .e. the fracton θ 
of adsorbed stes that are occuped as the mpurty concentratons Ci ncrease. The smplest model of 
localzed adsorpton, .e. stuated at lattce stes, s the followng Langmur sotherm:
 Ka	Ci = θ / (1 + θ)  , (13)
where Ka s the temperature-dependent adsorpton constant that s dfferent for each crystal face. Other 
models have been proposed that take nto account the nteractons between adsorbed mpurtes or the 
occupaton probablty.
Impurtes can act n dfferent ways. When they nteract wth solute or solvent, they can have 
strong influences on solubility, and consequently on supersaturation and kinetic processes. When impuri-
tes are adsorbed on crystals they can have thermodynamc and knetc effects. The domnant effect s 
the exchange rates n whch the adsorbed molecule or ons and growth unts are nvolved. If the former 
are exchanged more rapdly than the latter, adsorpton manly affects surface and edge-free energy. For a 
face, a decrease of γi (nterfacal energy of face i) results, accordng to the followng Gbb’s equaton:
	 Δγi = kT	In(1–θ)/S		, (14)
where S s the area of the adsorpton ste. Smlarly, the edge-free energy s decreased. These effects 
should cause an ncrease n the nucleaton and growth rate. If the exchange rate of the adsorbed mole-
cules is slower, impurities can strongly decrease the kinetic coefficients (RF=Kσ2 at low super-saturaton 
and RF=K’σ at hgh supersaturaton), where K and K’, kinetic coefficients, values depend on tempera-
ture and growth mechansms; RF s growth rate of F face; and σ s the relatve supersaturaton. So that 
as a final result the kinetic effects dominate the thermodynamic ones and a decrease in growth rate and 
impingement flux occur. The interpretation of impurity effects can be done on a structural and kinetic 
bass as follows:
 
• Low mpurty concentratons can form an adsorbed monolayer on the surface, even n undersaturated 
solutons, due to a structural relatonshp between the two-dmensonal structure of the crystal face 
and the adsorbed layer, as n the case of NaCl grown n the presence of CdCl2 forms a monolayer of 
Na2CdCl23H2O. The main influence is on the crystal habit.
• Knetc nterpretaton consders the possblty of adsorpton on the dfferent surface stes. If mpur-
tes are adsorbed n the Ks, the advancement rate of the edge s hndered, even at very low mpurty 
concentratons, and the growth rate s strongly decreased or even blocked. Adsorpton can also occur 
on the surface wth bonds so strong that mpurty molecules cannot move and form a barrer through 
which the steps have to filter. The spreading of steps beyond this barrier demands supersaturation 
hgher than a crtcal value for each mpurty concentraton. In ths case mpurtes are ncorporated 
wth talor-made addtves that are used to modfy the crystal habt for ndustral needs. The molecules 
of these mpurtes are smlar to those of crystals, but contan some structural dfferences, so that 
when they are ncorporated nto the crystal they dsrupt some bonds and change the growth rate of the 
faces. 
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3.  CLASSIFICATION OF CRYSTAL GROWTH
The methods of growing single crystals may be classified according to their phase transformation 
as follows:
•  Growth from sold →	sold-sold phase transformaton.
•  Growth from lqud → lqud-sold phase transformaton.
•  Growth from vapor → vapor-sold phase transformaton.
One can consder the converson of the polycrystallne pece of a materal nto a sngle crystal 
by magnng that the gran boundares are swept through and pushed out of the crystal n the sold-sold 
growth of crystals. The crystal growth from lqud falls nto four categores namely: 1) Melt growth, 2) 
flux growth, 3) hydrothermal growth, and 4) low-temperature solution growth.
There are number of growth methods n each category. Among the varous methods of growng 
sngle crystals, soluton growth at low temperature occupes a promnent place, owng to ts versatlty 
and smplcty.41–43 Growth from soluton occurs close to equlbrum condtons and hence crystals of 
hgh perfecton can be grown. 
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4.  LOW-TEMPERATURE SOLUTION GROWTH
Soluton growth s the most wdely used method for the growth of crystals when the startng 
materals are unstable or decompose at hgh temperatures. Ths method demands that the materals must 
crystallze from soluton wth prsmatc morphology. In general, ths method nvolves seeded growth 
from a saturated soluton. The drvng force, .e. the supersaturaton, s acheved ether by temperature 
lowerng or by solvent evaporaton. Ths method s wdely used to grow bulk crystals that have hgh 
solubility and a variation in solubility with temperature. After many modifications and refinements, the 
process of soluton growth now yelds good-qualty crystals for a varety of applcatons. Growth of 
crystals from soluton at room temperature has many advantages over other growth methods, though 
the rate of crystallzaton s slow. Snce growth s carred out close to room temperature, the structural 
mperfectons n soluton grown crystals are relatvely low.
4.1  Solution Growth Methods
Low-temperature soluton growth can be subdvded nto the followng categores: 
•  Slow-coolng method.
•  Slow-evaporaton method. 
•  Temperature gradent method. 
•  Chemcal/gel method.
4.1.1  Slow-Cooling Method
Slow coolng s the best way to grow crystals by soluton technque. The man dsadvantage of the 
slow-coolng method s the narrow range of temperature; hence, much of the solute remans n the solu-
ton at the end of the growth run. To compensate for ths effect, a large volume of soluton s requred. A 
wde temperature range may not be desrable, because the propertes of the grown crystal may vary wth 
temperature. Even though this method has the technical difficulty of requiring a programmable tempera-
ture control, t s wdely used wth great success. In the slow-coolng method f growth occurs wthout any 
secondary nucleation in the solution, the supersaturation is fixed within the metastable zone limit. A large 
coolng rate changes the solublty beyond the metastable zone wdth and multnucleaton occurs at the 
expense of the seed crystal. A balance between temperature lowerng and the growth rate has to be man-
taned. Growth at a low super-saturaton prevents stran and dslocaton formaton at the nterface. Super-
saturaton can be ncreased after ntal growth to arrve at a reasonable growth rate.
4.1.2  Slow-Evaporation Method
Ths method s smlar to the slow-coolng method n terms of the apparatus requrements.  
The temperature is fixed and provision is made for evaporation. With nontoxic solvents, like water,  
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t s permssble to allow evaporaton nto the atmosphere. Typcal growth condtons nvolve a tem-
perature stablzaton of about ± 0.05 °C and rates of evaporaton of a few mm3/hr. The evaporaton 
technique has an advantage that the crystals grow at a fixed temperature. But inadequacies of the tem-
perature control system stll have a major effect on the growth rate. Ths method can effectvely be used 
for materials having very low-temperature coefficient of solubility.
4.1.3  Temperature Gradient Method
Ths method nvolves the transport of materals from a hot regon contanng the solute mate-
ral to be grown to a cooler regon, where the soluton s supersaturated and the crystal grows. The man 
advantages of ths method are as follows:
•  Crystal grows at a fixed temperature.
•  Insenstvty to temperature changes, provded both the source and the growng crystal undergo the 
same change. 
•  Economy of solvent and solute.
On the other hand, a small temperature dfference between the source and the crystal zones has a large 
effect on the growth rate.
4.1.4  Chemical/Gel Method
The gel method s exceedngly smple. One procedure s to prepare the gel usng a commercal 
water glass adjusted to a specific gravity of 1.06 g/cm3. Gel s then mxed wth 1-M tartarc acd and 
allowed to gel n a test tube. Once the gel s formed, some other soluton can be placed on the top (1M 
CaCl2 solution) as shown in figure 3. In the due course of time, crystals of calcium tartrate tetrahydrate 
are formed n the gel. In a nutshell, one soluton dffuses through the gel and reacts wth the other solu-
ton to form crystals of approprate chemcals.44 
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Fgure 3.  Schematc dagram of the gel crystal growth process.
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5.  SOLUTION GROWTH BY TEMPERATURE LOWERING
 The growth of crystals from soluton from low-temperature solutons occupes a promnent place, 
especally when materals are not stable at elevated temperatures. A number of concepts for soluton 
crystal growth systems are found n lterature. One of the best concepts for growth of both norganc and 
organc crystals from soluton s by temperature lowerng of a soluton, provded the materal has a pos-
tive temperature coefficient of solubility. In this method, a saturated solution of the material to be grown, 
s prepared at a chosen temperature and kept at ths temperature for 24 hr. Then, the seed-holdng rod s 
nserted n the growth chamber and rotaton s ntated. The growth process s ntated by slowly lower-
ng the temperature. The temperature of the soluton s lowered at a preprogrammed rate, typcally 0.05 
to 2 °C per day dependng on the solublty of the chosen materal. The complete crystallzaton process 
may take from a week to several weeks. To termnate the growth process, the grown crystals are taken 
out of the soluton wthout thermal shock.
 
  A soluton crystal growth s a hghly complex process and depends on varous growth parameters 
such as seed qualty, growth temperature, temperature lowerng rate, soluton character, seed rotaton, 
and strrng of soluton along wth other condtons. To grow good-qualty crystals, these parameters 
have to be optmzed for each crystal. 
5.1  Solvent Selection and Solubility
A soluton s a homogeneous mxture of a solute n a solvent. The solute s the component present 
n a smaller quantty. For a gven solute, there may be dfferent solvents. Apart from hgh purty startng 
materals, soluton growth requres a good solvent. The solvent must be chosen by the followng factors 
takng nto account:
•  Hgh solublty for the gven solute.
•  Good solublty gradent.
•  Low vscosty.
•  Low volatlty.
•  Low corroson.
If the solubility is too high, it is difficult to grow bulk single crystals; and if too small, solubility restricts 
the sze and growth rate of the crystals. Solublty data at varous temperatures s essental to determne 
the level of supersaturaton. Hence, the solublty of the solute n the chosen solvent must be determned 
before startng the growth process. If the solublty gradent s very small, slow evaporaton of the solvent 
s the other opton for crystal growth to mantan supersaturaton n the soluton. Crystal growth from 
soluton s manly a dffuson-controlled process; the medum must be less vscous to enable faster  
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transference of the growth unts from the bulk soluton to the growth ste by dffuson. Hence, a solvent 
wth less vscosty s preferable. Most mportantly, sngle crystals such as potassum dhydrogen phosphate 
(KH2PO4) and (L)-argnne phosphate monohydrate (LAP) are grown n aqueous solutons, or n solvents 
that are mixtures of water and miscible organic solvents. Of all known substances, water was the first to 
be consdered for use as a solvent because t s nontoxc, most abundant, and low cost. A proper choce 
of solvent, based on knowledge of ts chemcal reactvty, helps one to avod undesred reactons between 
solute and solvent. Except that, n general, the solublty of the growth materals n solvents s requred to 
be sufficiently large. The solubility parameter (δ) can often be used n estmatng the solublty of non-
electrolytes n organc solvents as follows:
	 δ  =  (ΔU/Vm)1/2= (ΔH–RT/Vm)1/2  , (15)
where Vm s the molar volume of the solvent, ΔU s the molar energy, and ΔH s the molar enthalpy. δ s 
a solvent property that measures the work necessary to separate the solvent molecules. Often a mxture 
of two solvents, one havng a δ value hgher than that of a solute and the other lower, s a better solvent 
than ether of the two solvents separately.45 A selecton of δ-values s gven n table 1.
Table 1.  Solublty parameters (δ) of water and some organc solvents at 25 °C.
Solvent δ (MPa1/2) Solvent δ (MPa1/2)
Water 47.9 Acetic acid 20.7
Methanol 29.6 1,4-Dioxane 20.5
Ethanol 26.0 Carbon disulfide 20.4
Formamide 39.3 Cyclohexanone 20.3
N-Methylformamide 32.9 Acetone 20.2
1,2-Ethanediol 29.9 1,2-Dichloroethane 20.0
Tetrahydrothiophene-l, 
1-dioxide
27.4 Chlorobenzene 19.4
N,N-Dimethylformamide 24.8 Chloroform 19.0
Dimethyl sulfoxide 24.5 Benzene 18.8
Acetonitrile 24.3 Ethyl acetate 18.6
1-Butanol 23.3 Tetrahydrofuran 18.6
Cyclohexanol 23.3 Tetrachloromethane 17.6
Pyridine 21.9 Cyclohexane 16.8
t-Butanol 21.7 n-Hexane 14.9
Aniline 21.1 Perfluoro-n-heptane 11.9
Another property that may also be consdered when selectng solvent for crystal growth s the 
dpole moments between the solute and solvent. Most typcal organc solvents have a dpole moment 
less than about 3 debye. Therefore, n the case of a solute havng a smlar dpole moment value, a much 
wder choce of solvents s possble.
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5.1.1  Solubility Determination
Solublty s an mportant parameter for low-temperature soluton crystal growth. Before any 
soluton growth technque can be appled, congruent or ncongruent solublty must be determned and 
the absence of compound formaton wth pure or mxed solvents must be acheved. In the latter case, a 
specal compostonal and thermal regme wll be necessary to crystallze the desred phase. A smple 
apparatus for solubility studies is shown in figure 4. Visual inspection allows the solubility determination. 
Upon coolng, crystallzed materal s obtaned for sold-phase analyss. Ths apparatus s easly fabrcated 
and s very convenent for measurng solublty. The followng s a bref descrpton of how ths has been 
acheved: The solute and solvent were weghed nto a glass ampoule. The ampoule was seated and rotated 
n a bath controlled by a thermostat. The temperature was ncreased n steps of 0.5 °C every 1–2 hr. The 
final disappearance of the solute yields the saturation temperature. The accuracy of this measurement was 
wthn ±0.5 °C.
Magnetic Stirrer
Temperature
Rotation
Teflon Magnetic Stirrer
Glass Container
Oil Bath
Al-Cover
25≤T≤150 oC
Fgure 4.  Apparatus for solublty studes as well as equlbraton 
 of feed materal and growth soluton.
The tme needed to reach equlbrum for most covalent organc materals s usually shorter than 
that of sparngly soluble salts, but the settlng tmes before analyses may be longer. In many soluble salts, 
such as KDP—KH2PO4, TGS—NH2CH2COOH)3H2SO4, and ethylene damne tetra acetc (EDTA) 
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acd—C10H16N2O8, the solublty s strongly temperature dependent. On the other hand, for some 
soluble salts, such as LIO3 and L2SO4H2O, the solublty s not dependent on temperature, and even 
has nverse slope.
Various techniques for measuring the solubility, such as methods based on the vortex flow caused 
by concentraton and optcal effects, can be found n the lterature; however, an accurate measurement of  
supersaturation is usually difficult. Some new methods such as holographic phase contrast interferometric 
microphotography and trace fluorescent probe have been developed. Using these techniques, concentra-
ton dstrbutons and the thckness of boundary layers under dfferent convecton condtons can be 
measured with greater accuracy. Although these methods still need more development and refinement 
to become more generally applcable, they are promsng alternatves for supersaturaton determnaton 
of easly soluble compounds. Of course, f the solublty s known, supersaturaton can be calculated by 
measurng the soluton temperature and ts equlbrum temperature. The problem s that equlbrum 
temperature measurements are not always easy.
5.2  Design of a Crystallizer
When desgnng a crystallzer for growng crystals from soluton by the temperature lowerng 
method, the followng condtons should be met:43,46–47
•  Range of operatng temperature from room temperature to 80 ºC, dependng on the solvent.
• Choce of hydrodynamc condtons n the soluton.
• Measurement of growth parameters, such as growth rate.
• Arrangement for takng the grown crystals out of the crystallzer wthout any thermal shock.
• Arrangement for changng the saturaton/temperature decrease rate.
• Possblty of changng the dfferent knd of seed holders.
• Long-term operatng relablty of the system.
Snce these types of soluton crystallzers are not avalable n the commercal market, the system must 
be desgned and fabrcated based on the partcular requrements. The followng s a bref descrpton 
of a modified crystallizer for growing large crystals from solutions, along with the design of a versatile 
electronc recprocatng control system to change and recprocate the motor speed contanng the seed-
holdng rod.
An electronc system that allows the rotaton rate and the number of clockwse and counter clock-
wse revolutons to be adjusted as desred. Ths system allevates the jerky moton problem of the seed 
holder durng recprocaton, as n earler electromechancal systems desgned by the authors.48 Good-
qualty crystals of mportant nonlnear optcal materals such as Methyl-(2,4-dntropheny)-amnopropanoate: 
2-Methyl-4-nitroaniline (MNA:MAP), LAP, L-Histidine tetrafluoroborate (LHFB), L-Arginine  
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tetrafluoroborate (LAFB), and others such as TGS and KDP have successfully been grown in the authors’ 
laboratory usng ths system.47–58 The complete crystallzaton apparatus along wth the electronc crcut 
can be easly fabrcated n the laboratory wth readly avalable components.
5.2.1  A Typical Solution Crystal Growth Crystallizer
 
 A schematic diagram of a modified solution crystal growth system that the authors designed and 
fabricated in our laboratory, after designing a number of crystallizers, is shown in figure 5.51 It conssts of 
a 250-ml crystallzer jar (4), whch holds the growth soluton, that s placed nsde a 2.5-L glass-jacketed 
kettle (2). The linear and reciprocating motion of the Teflon seed holder (5) s controlled by a rack pnon 
arrangement (8) and electronc crcut (7). A reversble motor (6) s used for rotatng the seed holder. The 
temperature of the growth soluton s controlled and programmed by crculatng water usng a NesLab 
bath (1). To prevent evaporation of the solvent, a specially designed oil Teflon seal (3) and/or RTV/Teflon 
seal (3) are used. 
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Fgure 5.  Schematc dagram of a new type of crystallzer for growng organc crystals wth
 the followng system components: (1) Crculatng bath, (2) jacketed reacton kettle,  
 (3) RTV/Teflon seal, (4) crystallizer jar, (5) Teflon seed holder, (6) reversible  
 motor, (7) crcut for recprocatng and controllng the strrng rate of seed holder,  
 (8) arrangement for pulling the crystal during growth, (9) Teflon tape cover,  
 (10) solution, (11) seed crystal, (12) Teflon seal, and (13) glass lid.
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The man advantages of ths crystal growth system are: 
• Better temperature stability, even with sudden fluctuations in room temperature. 
• Better control over organc solvent evaporaton. 
• A mechancal screw type arrangement for pullng the seed crystal at a controlled rate. 
• The possblty of varyng the seed orentaton and type. 
• A versatle electronc recprocatng control system to change and recprocate the motor speed contan-
ng the seed-holdng rod. 
 Better temperature stablty was accomplshed by loadng the growth soluton n a beaker kept 
nsde the jacketed vessel. An ar gap provdes extra nsulaton. Moreover, spontaneous nucleaton at 
the bottom of the growth vessel, whch hampers growth and the crystal yeld, s completely elmnated. 
By providing an extra lid on the inside beaker and a Teflon seal over the jacketed vessel, evaporation of 
the solvent was reduced dramatically. The inner beaker is filled halfway with solution rather than three-
fourths, as usually done, and the growing crystal is pulled in a controlled fashion. Since filling the inner 
beaker to three-fourths s not requred, the crystal s annealed n stu and the spurous aloe vera treelke 
growth, near the seed n some crystals such as MNA:MAP, s greatly reduced or completely elmnated.
 Fgure 6 (a) shows the seed crystal, along wth an MNA:MAP crystal, grown usng the usual 
technque, wthout pullng the growng crystal. Fgure 6 (b) shows the same crystal grown wth pullng, 
where the aloe vera treelke growth s avoded. Furthermore, when the crystal s pulled whle growng, 
large crystals can be grown from a smaller amount of expensve mother lquor.
Fgure 6.  MNA:MAP seed (a) wth aloe vera treelke growth 
 and (b) wthout aloe vera treelke growth.
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 Figure 7 is a three-dimensional cutout view of another modified solution growth crystallizer with 
recpro-catng seed arrangement and other components that was also desgned n our laboratory. It uses a 
magnetc strrer to keep the temperature of the water bath unform at a partcular temperature. A layer of 
slcon ol on the surface of the water was found to reduce the water evaporaton to a mnmum, whch s 
a bg mprovement over earler desgns. 
Silicone Oil Layer
Motor
Eurotherm 818 
Temperature Controller
Solution
Growing Crystals
Thermocouple
Water
Heater
Magnetic Stirrer
Reciprocating
Motor Controller
Fgure 7.  Modified crystallizer with arrangement to stop water evaporation.
Besdes temperature control, the unform rotaton of seeds s requred so stagnant regons or 
recirculating flows are not produced; otherwise, inclusions in the crystals will be formed. To study and 
acheve unform and optmum transport of solute to the growng crystals, varous seed rotaton mechansms 
have been used n the past. The undrectonal seed rotaton leads to the formaton of cavtes n central 
regons of a crystal face, because of lesser solute transport to ths regon than to the edges and corners of 
the growng crystal. Furthermore, nonunform solute supply favors the formaton of thck layers that
subsequently lead to the trappng of nclusons and the generaton of dslocatons. Perodc rotaton of 
the growng crystal n opposte drectons suppresses edge formaton, but does not elmnate the form-
aton of the central cavty. To avod these defects and stagnant regons n the soluton, an eccentrc or 
clockwse and counter clockwse moton of the seed holder s used n growng crystals from solutons.  
A few mechansms have been used n the past to generate the recprocatng moton of the seed holder 
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such as electromechancal and rack-pnon.54–56 In the electromechancal system, a connecton of the 
motor polarty s mechancally reversed by usng a mcroswtch. There s a jerky moton on reversal n 
ths mechancal system that sometmes causes seeds to fall down. The jerky moton also creates a turbu-
lent flow in the fluid and a nonuniform transfer of solute to the growing faces, thereby defective crystals 
may be formed. The mcroswtch has to be changed frequently due to mechancal falure. Furthermore, 
the effect of seed rotaton rates on the growth rate and the qualty of the crystals cannot be systematcally 
studed because rotaton rate cannot be vared. In the rack-pnon arrangement, there s no jerkng moton 
but one has to change gears to change rotaton and reversal rate, whch s qute an nvolved process.
To mprove on these drawbacks, a versatle sold-state electronc crcut for recprocatng the 
drecton of the seed holder was desgned n our Crystal Growth Laboratory at Alabama A&M Unversty, 
wth added features to vary rotaton rate, stoppng tme on reversal, and controlled tmng for clockwse 
and counter clockwse moton of the crystal/seed holder.57 These desgn features wll allow crystal growers 
to more decsvely study the effect of seed rotaton rates on the growth and qualty of the grown crystals, 
thereby optmzng ths mportant parameter for growng better qualty crystals. 
A schematc dagram of the basc electronc crcut for the recprocatng moton control s shown 
in figure 8. The timer (Chip LM 555, U3) produces a square-wave timing pulse. It may be set for a 
partcular frequency (POT1) and duty cycle (POT2) n combnaton wth the tmng capactor (C3), and 
reset by the switch (S2) if necessary. The timing-wave form is divided by the J–K, 74LS112, flip-flop 
chp (U1) to one half the tmer frequency. Parastc oscllatons are suppressed by capactors (C1, C2, 
and C4). The two wave forms are combned by NAND gate chps SN7400 (U2) to alternately turn on 
the transstor (Q1 and Q2) to control the sold-state relays (1 and 2) that connect the alternate sdes of 
the motor capactor to the 110 VAC return lne. Smlarly, the transstors (Q3 and Q4) alternately turn 
on the ndcator lamps (LED1 and LED2). Resstors (R1–R8) provde current lmtng and bas. Motor 
rotaton speed s controlled by the potentometer (POT3). A power supply, consstng of the step-down 
transformer (T1), voltage regulator (U4) and associated filtering circuit (D1 and D2, C5 and C5), and 
voltage settng dvder (R9 and R10) provdes 5 VDC to the crcut. The operaton of the crcut causes 
the followng sequence of states n the system: 
• Frst nterval.
 
– Seed holder motor runs counter clockwse.
•  Second nterval.
– Motor comes to a stop. 
• Thrd nterval.
– Motor runs clock wse.
• Fourth nterval.
– Motor agan comes to stop.
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Fgure 8.  Soluton crystallzer electronc crcut dagram for the recprocatng moton of the seed holder. 
Then the entre cycle of operaton s repeated and the ntervals can be vared, as needed, for a partcular 
crystal growth experment.
5.2.2  Crystal Seed Holder
To ensure the best growth condtons, t s necessary to use a specal crystal holder because the 
success of an experment may depend upon ts sutablty. The selecton of the crystal holder and the 
method for attachng a seed to t are no less mportant than the selecton of the growth method. A crystal 
holder should ensure that a seed s held securely n a desred orentaton and that the seed, and therefore 
the growng crystal, can be moved n any requred manner. Also, the crystal holder should not become 
deformed at the selected speed, motion direction, or weight of the final crystal grown on it. The crystal 
holder materal should be chemcally nert n the soluton of the substance beng crystallzed.
Two Plexiglas® seed holders, shown in the schematic diagram in figure 9, were specially 
desgned, fabrcated, and used successfully by the authors for aqueous soluton crystal growth.
5.2.3  Preparation of the Seed Crystal and Mounting
 A seed s small fragment of a crystal or a whole crystal that s used to start the growth of a 
larger crystal n a soluton. Ths seed must meet the followng requrements:
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Fgure 9.  Plexglas seed holders for soluton growth crystallzers.
• It should be a sngle crystal free of cracks or boundares.
• It should be free of nclusons.
• Its surface should be free of any sharp cleaved edges.
• It must be grown under the same condtons as those to be used n growng the desred sngle crystals. 
 Followng the requrements n preparng the seed crystals wll result n the growth of hgh-qualty 
crystals, provded other crtera such as soluton preparaton, etc. are performed carefully as well. Pror 
to crystal growth, seed crystals are mounted on Plexglas rods usng 100-percent slcon rubber Dow 
Cornng Slastc 732 RTV adhesve.
5.3  Solution Preparation and Starting a Growth Run
It s essental to have the solublty data of the growth materal at dfferent temperatures for 
solution preparation. Sintered glass filters of different pore sizes are used for solution filtration. The clear 
soluton, saturated at the desred temperature, s poured nto the growth vessel. For growth by slow coolng, 
the vessel s sealed to prevent solvent evaporaton. Before startng the crystal growth process, a small 
crystal suspended n the soluton s used to test the saturaton. By varyng the temperature, a stuaton s 
obtaned where nether growth nor dssoluton occurs. The test seed s replaced wth a good-qualty seed. 
All unwanted nucle and surface damage on the seed are removed by dssolvng at a temperature above 
the saturaton pont. Growth s ntated after lowerng the temperature to the equlbrum saturaton. A 
controlled solvent evaporaton can also be used n ntatng growth. The qualty of the grown crystal 
depends on the nature of the seed, coolng rate employed, and agtaton of the soluton.
Varous new nonlnear optcal crystals hold promse for use n optcal processng devces such 
as LAP, LHFB, LAFB, MAP:MNA, and L-pyroglutamc acd have been successfully grown usng the 
recprocatng system, prevously descrbed, n combnaton wth the temperature lowerng technque 
descrbed by the authors.47–50 Some of these crystals are shown in figure 10. In the investigators’  
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Fgure 10.  Photograph of crystals grown at Alabama A&M Unversty 
 (a) LHFB and (b) L-pyroglutamc acd crystals.
observation and experience, there is significant improvement in the quality of grown crystals and the 
success rates of the growth runs, whch s evdent from the transparency and less scatterng that s observed 
usng laser llumnaton. Ths recprocal moton control electronc system for soluton growth crystallzers 
has been n use n our laboratory for several years and contnues workng satsfactorly. 
It s worthwhle to menton that ths smple and versatle crystallzaton apparatus can be fabrcated 
in any college, university, or scientific laboratory from readily available components. Besides its use in 
physcs or chemstry laboratory experments, t can also be used for extensve research on the effect of 
mportant parameters such as seed rotaton rate, reversal stoppng tme, and number of rotatons n the clock-
wse or counter clockwse drecton on the qualty and growth rate of technologcally mportant crystals. 
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6.  TRIGLYCINE SULFATE CRYSTAL GROWTH—A CASE STUDY
TGS s one of the most mportant ferroelectrc materals. The ferroelectrc nature of TGS, 
(NH2CH2COOH)3H2SO4, was dscovered by Matthas, Mller, and Remeka and dscussed by Jana and 
Shrane.59 The TGS crystal structure was reported by Hoshno, Okaya, and Pepnsky. In the ferroelec-
trc phase below the Cure temperature (Tc≈49 °C), the symmetry is monoclinic with space group P21. 
Above the Cure temperature, the structure gans an addtonal set of mrror planes n the space group 
P21/m. It has been reported that a = 9.42 Å, b = 12.64 Å; c = 5.73 Å; β = 110°23' and that the structure 
contans three ndependent glycne molecules. One of the structures, desgnated as glycne II, has a 
zwitter-ion configuration (NH3)+CH2OO– and the other two (NH3)+CH2COOH. The TGS may be called 
glycne-dglycnum sulfate wth chemcal formula ((NH3)+CH2COO–).((NH3+)CH2COOH)2.SO42–. 
The projecton of the structure along the c-direction is illustrated in figure 11. Glycine I deviates only 
slghtly from the plane m’ at y = ¼ on whch the [SO4]2– tetrahedra also le, whereas glycne II and III 
are approxmately related by nverson through (½,½,½).60 
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Fgure 11.  Projecton of the TGS crystal structure along the c-drecton: ṁ represents the set of pseudo-
 mrror planes n whch glycne-I molecules are nverted on ferroelectrc swtchng.
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6.1  Growth of Triglycine Sulfate Single Crystals
Sngle TGS crystals have usually been grown from aqueous soluton by the temperature lowerng 
or solvent evaporaton method. The authors have successfully grown TGS crystals usng the crystallzer, 
illustrated by the schematic diagram shown in figure 12.58 The outsde water bath wth a capacty of about 
12 lters, and the nsde smaller cubcal growth cell wth a 1-lter capacty were made out of Plexglas. 
Crystallzer temperature control s acheved usng a 250-W mmerson heater controlled by ySI 72 pro-
portonal temperature controllers to an accuracy of ± 0.1 °C. Unformty of the temperature throughout 
the bath is achieved with the help of a fluid circulation pump. The bath temperature is monitored at two 
ponts durng the crystal growth usng NBS calbrated thermometers. The crystals are grown by slowly 
coolng the soluton at any desred rate. 
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Fgure 12.  Recprocatng moton crystallzer schematc dagram.
 TGS crystals are doped wth L-alanne to enhance performance and check depolng for ther 
use n nfrared sensor element. A rotatng dsc technque has been appled to grow unformly L-alanne-
doped TGS crystals usng a large-area seed crystal havng a large (010) face.61 A conventonal crystallzer 
was modified to allow growth under suitable hydrodynamic conditions to stabilize growth on the (010) 
face. Such a crystallizer is shown in figure 13. In this crystallizer, a seed crystal in the form of a disc was 
held n a crcular holder wth the (010) face exposed to the soluton. The dsc was attached to the end of  
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Fgure 13.  Apparatus for spnnng dsc growth.
a spndle that was rotated at 340 rpm. Ths creates a unform boundary layer of soluton over the crystal’s 
exposed face. The contaner wth a 30-lter capacty was heated by a hot plate spaced from ts bottom 
surface and regulated to hold the temperature wth n ±0.01 ºC. The soluton rses from the bottom of the 
vessel but hotter liquid is prevented from reaching the crystal directly by a Plexiglas baffle. A growth 
rate of 1 mm/day was mantaned by lowerng the temperature unformty at 0.05 ºC/day. The resultng 
crystals propagatng from the seed were found vsbly to be of good qualty wthout defects. In addton 
to unform dopng and the growth of hgh-qualty crystal, ths method has several other useful features 
such as short growth tme, wth decrease cost and reuse of seeds, and growth occurs wthn a small temp-
erature range. Brezna, et al. desgned a crystallzer for growng L-alanne-doped deuterated trglycne 
sulfate (DTGS) crystals by sothermal evaporaton of D2O.62 Satapathy, et al. have descrbed a novel 
technque for mountng the TGS seeds and a crystallzer.63 Banan has also descrbed a crystallzer and a 
seed holder for growng pure and doped TGS crystals.64
TGS crystals weghng more than 100 grams have been grown from soluton wth ethyl alcohol 
addtons.65 When alcohol s mxed n an aqueous soluton of TGS, part of the water n the soluton asso-
cates wth alcohol, whch concentrates the soluton. Thus, supersaturaton can be controlled to a certan 
degree, makng t easer to grow TGS crystals. 
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  To acheve success n growng crystals from aqueous solutons, t s mportant to prepare a 
solution with a well-determined saturation temperature, solubility profile, and absence of any foreign 
partcles. For our nvestgaton, TGS soluton was prepared usng hgh-purty crystallne TGS by BDH, 
UK. The solublty of TGS at varous temperatures were determned and compared wth nformaton 
avalable from varous sources. TGS soluton was prepared at 40 ºC saturaton temperature. To prepare 
saturated soluton, 464 grams of TGS was weghed and dssolved n 1,000 cc of dstlled water. The 
mixture was heated to 50 ºC and mixed thoroughly using a Teflon coated magnetic stirrer. The solution 
was then filtered through a 5-micron filter funnel using a vacuum unit. After filtration, this solution was 
transferred nto the growth chamber. To start the growth run, the bath temperature was kept at 45 ºC. The 
soluton was poured nto the growth cell. The temperature was then reduced to 41.5 ºC, 1.5 degree above 
the saturaton temperature, and was allowed to stablze overnght. The saturaton temperature was agan 
checked by crystal nserton nto the soluton technque, and also refractve ndex measurements. For each 
saturaton pont, the refractve ndex was measured at dfferent temperatures before hand usng an Abbe 
refractometer. The startng growth temperature was adjusted based on the result of ths procedure. After 
ths, the seed-crystal holder was placed n an oven and heated to 45 ºC. All precautons were taken to 
keep the seeds, as well as the holder surface, free of dust or foregn partcles pror to transferrng to the 
growth cell. The preheated seed-crystal holder was then nserted nto the growth cell and the holder was 
attached to the recprocatng apparatus. The seed crystals were slghtly dssolved and the growth run started. 
The bath temperature was reduced by 0.1 ºC/day initially, and at the final stage of growth by 0.2 ºC/day. 
Removal of the grown crystals from the mother lquor requres some care. Mshandlng may nduce defects, 
thus destroying the scientific value of the crystal or even fracture it all together. To avoid cracking the crys-
tals, due to thermal shock, the crystals were wrapped in a lint-free paper towel maintained at final growth 
temperature. The crystals were then transferred to an oven kept at an approprate temperature. The 
temperature of the oven was slowly lowered to room temperature. Snce RTV 732 adhesve was used for 
mounting the seed crystal, the grown crystals can be easily removed from the seed holder by the fingers 
usng slght force. 
6.2.  Growth Kinetics and Habit Modification
TGS normally grows with the habit shown in figure 14. It is observed that the growth rate V(010) 
s much faster than V(001). So the (010) face, as seen in figure 14 is very small or not present. Both the 
growth kinetics and habit modifications of TGS have been extensively studied over the past several 
decades. The work published so far has resulted in a description sufficient for reliable growth of this 
crystal as descrbed prevously. A number of studes of TGS growth knetcs grown from aqueous soluton 
have been reported n the lterature.66–71 Novotny and Moravec studed the growth of the (110) face of 
TGS crystals grown sothermally above the phase transton, at hgher supersaturaton (σ	> 10–3) and under 
constant hydrodynamcally controlled condtons.69 The researchers observed that the rato of growth 
rates along the ndvdual axes s Va:Vb:VC=0.67:1:0.25. On the bass of the measured dependence of the 
lnear growth rate upon supersaturaton (σ), t was found that the growth of the (110) face s probably con-
trolled by volume dffuson of TGS molecules toward the surface of the growng crystal. Increasng super-
saturaton caused a reducton of the number of faces n the prsmatc zone of the crystal and an ncrease 
of the dslocaton densty n the (110) faces. Measurements of the (110) and (001) faces growth rates, 
as a functon of supersaturaton of the soluton, were also analyzed on the bass of the surface-dffuson 
model of Burton, Cabrera, and Frank (BCF).69,67 It was shown that surface dffuson s responsble for  
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Fgure 14.  Normal growth habt of TGS crystal.
the low-growth rates of (001) faces; but n the case of (110) faces, the mechansm s less mportant at 
hgher values of supersaturaton than volume dffuson. Rashkovch nvestgated the growth of (001) faces 
below the transton temperature.68 The results were qualtatvely consstent wth the dslocaton model 
of crystal growth, but growth at low supersaturaton dd not agree wth the BCF model.67 
Ress, et al. studed the growth of crystals at 33.55 °C at relatve supersaturatons of 0.004 and 0.045.71 
In their study, both BCF and birth of spreading growth laws are fitted to the growth rate data. They also 
found that qualtatve aspects of the growth are consstent wth the BCF model.
The role of pH, mpurtes, degree of supersaturaton, growth temperature, and techncal param-
eters ncludng seed preparaton, attachment, etc. on growth knetcs has also been quanttatvely nvest-
gated by varous nvestgators.72–90 The results are descrbed n secton 6.2.1.
6.2.1  Effect of Seed Crystal
 It has been observed that morphology does not change much for seed crystals obtaned at dffer-
ent temperatures.79 However, at hgher temperatures (35–45 °C) seeds tend to be elongated n the (001) 
drecton, whle seeds grown at lower temperatures are nearly sometrc. Morphologcal study of the 
crystals grown usng the prevously cted seeds, showed the dependency of the crystal habt on the char-
acterstcs of the seed. The grown crystals tended to be elongated when the elongated seeds were used. 
Crystals wth large-szed (010) faces grew when cleaved platelets were used for seedng. Crystals wth 
hgh transparency and lower dslocaton denstes were obtaned when the crystal growth temp-erature 
was kept the same as that used to grow the seed. Crystal growth was serously mpared when cleaved 
platelets were used as seeds, because of unwanted nucleaton that started growng durng the growth 
process. Banan, et al. studed the effect of usng poled seed on the morphology and growth rate of TGS 
crystals.81 Table 2 summarzes the normalzed growth data for two crystal growth runs usng poled and 
unpoled seeds and figure 15 gives the morphology of the resulting TGS crystals. A number of interesting 
effects on the growth rate and morphology of these crystals were observed. Generally, the growth rate 
along the (010) –b axs was faster than along (010) +b axs. The well developed (010)/010) faces, whch 
are generally not present or less developed n pure TGS crystals, were promnent and large n crystals  
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Fgure 15.  Growth habts of TGS crystals grown on (a) poled and (b) unpoled seeds.
grown on poled seed. In this way, identification of the ferroelectric axis in the TGS crystal becomes 
easer, and cleavng normal to the ferroelectrc axs for preparaton of pyroelectrc IR element can be 
economcally accomplshed. It can be nferred from table 2 that growth velocty along the (010) axs of 
TGS crystal s affected by usng a poled seed crystal. The decrease n growth rate along the (010) drec-
ton, n the case of poled seed, helps n the emergence of larger (010) faces.
Table 2.  Crystal growth data for TGS crystals grown on poled and unpoled seeds.
TGS Crystals
Crystal Yield
wt (g/day °C)
Growth Velocity, V(010)
(mm/day °C)
(010) poled seed 0.618 1.05
(010) unpoled seed 0.621 1.16
(010) poled seed 0.624 1.20
(010) unpoled seed 0.637 1.25
6.2.2  Effect of Growth Temperature and Supersaturation
The dependency of crystal morphology and qualty on growth temperature usng seed obtaned 
from the growth soluton and at the crystal growth temperature has also been studed.79 The change n 
morphology was not substantal, but the rate of growth n dfferent drectons changed wth the tempera-
ture and relatve change n the sze of the faces was observed. Extra nucle hndered the growth at hgher 
temperature (40 °C) and the crystals were of poor qualty wth low transparency. The change n habt of 
TGS crystals as a function of temperature and supersaturation is shown in figure 16.75
6.2.3  Effect of pH on the Solution
The influence of solution pH on the growth, morphology, and quality of TGS crystals has been 
studed by a number of workers. It was observed that crystal qualty s not affected much by pH vara-
ton.79 The influence of growth solution pH on growth rates of various faces (001, 010, 100) and TGS 
habt was studed by Tsedrk, et al.75
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Fgure 16.  Change of TGS growth habts wth growth temperature and supersaturaton 
 (a) 32 °C/0.7×10–3, (b) 32 °C/3×10–3, and (c) 52 °C/3×10–3.
At a pH <1, dglycne sulfate (DGS) was formed. Table 3 gves the values of average growth rate 
(V) of (001), (010), and (100) faces of TGS crystals versus pH of the soluton, as well as DGS grown 
at pH 0.3. Values for V(100) decreased monotonously wth the lowerng of pH and V(001) and V(100) 
had a local mnma near the pH value correspondng to the stochometrc (pH=2.14) value and a local 
maxima around pH=1.25. The crystal habit is defined by the growth rates of the faces. Figure 17 shows 
the dependence of crystal habt on pH.75 The most sometrc crystals were obtaned at pH=1.55, when V 
(100/001) ≈1 (fig. 17 (c)). Almost all crystals at low pH had gaps on the (111) and (111) faces (fig. 17 (d) 
and (e)). These observed changes n morphology of TGS sngle crystals wth the pH of the soluton were 
apparently affected by dfferent capture of ncdental mpurtes, whch are always present n the solu-
tons. Chemcal (structural) mpurtes captured wth the crystal faces reduced the growth rates of the 
correspondng faces and mechancal mpurtes (defects) ncreased the rates. At low pH values, chemcal 
mpurtes played the predomnant role. Ther entry nto the growng crystal was ncreased wth reduc-
ng pH. Table 3 clearly shows that the growth rate of all faces decreased wth reducng pH, startng wth 
pH=1.25. The gaps on (111) and (111) faces were connected wth strong hnderng of the growth layers 
by the absorbed impurities (fig. 17 (d) and 17(e)). At high pH (>2), another kind of impurity (mechani-
cal defect) has a predominant influence on crystal morphology. Their entry increased with rising pH, so 
the growth rates of all faces ncreased (table 3). At pH=1.55 the acton of mpurtes of both knds was 
comparable, and mostly isometric crystals were formed (figure 17(c)). Recently, it has been shown that 
the growth rate of the TGS and ATGSP (010) face crystals vares wth the pH of the soluton.91
Table 3.  Growth rates of varous faces of TGS versus pH of soluton.75
pH V(001)
(10–3 mm/hr)
V(010)
(10–3 mm/hr)
V(100)
(10–3 mm/hr)
2.70 71.6 291.5 260.9
2.14 49.6 118.2 117.6
1.25 207.0 262.0 109.0
1.00 144.6 156.2 43.9
0.30 109.9 120.9 40.5
 Wth the same supersaturaton, the growth rate of TGS crystals was the slowest n the neu- 
tral soluton (pH=2.25). It grew faster both n acdc soluton (pH=1.73–2.25) and alkalne soluton  
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Fgure 17.  Change of TGS crystals habt wth pH of the soluton (a) 2.75, (b) 2.1, (c) 1.55, 
 (d) 1.23, (e) 1, and (f) 0.3 (DGS).
(pH=2.25–2.52). In alkalne soluton, the growth rate of TGS vared faster wth the change of pH value. 
However, f the pH was too hgh, then the (010) face capped quckly. The varaton of growth rate of 
L-alanne doped trglycne sulfophosphate (ATGSP) wth pH was not smlar to that of TGS. The growth 
rate of ATGSP crystals n a neutral soluton (pH=2.5) was the fastest, and t was slower both n acdc 
(pH=2.2–2.5) and alkalne (pH=2.5–2.85) solutons. The above results demonstrate that on the bass of 
the pH of a soluton, one can grow crystals at hgher growth rates.
6.2.4  Effect of Impurities on Triglycine Sulfate Crystal Growth
The presence of impurities in the process of crystal growth results in modification of the crystal 
shape and growth rates. Dfferent workers have studed the effects on the growth knetcs of dopng TGS 
crystals wth norganc and organc mpurtes. It was observed that N-doped crystals were very smla-
rn habt to pure TGS crystals, whle n the case of Cu- and Fe-doped crystals the numbers of developed 
faces were strongly reduced.70 In the presence of N, Co, and Cu ons, the rate of crystallzaton decreased.80 
An odd behavor was found whle growng Cr-doped crystals. The addton of Cr wth a concentraton 
of 1 percent changed the regme of crystallzaton owng to the hgh chemcal actvty of these ons. At 
a concentraton of about 3 percent, the rate of crystallzaton became very fast, even wthout lowerng 
the temperature.80 In Pd-doped crystals, the ratos of the growth rate along the c-axs to the growth rate 
along the a and b axes slghtly decreased as the crystal grew larger.85 For medium size crystals (≈30 g), 
the average relatve growth rate along the c-axs was larger by more than an order of magntude n Pd-
doped crystals than n pure TGS. Pd-doped crystals also developed other faces that had not been observed 
before. Banan, et a1. studed the effect of Ce, Cs, L-alanne and L-alanne + Cs on the growth and mor-
phology of TGS crystals.81 Table 4 shows the crystal growth data and figure 18 shows their habit. The 
well developed (010)/(010) faces, whch were generally not present or less developed n pure TGS crys-
tals, are obtaned wth L-alanne or Cs-doped crystals. Moreover, (101) faces obtaned n crystals doped  
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Table 4.  Growth data of doped TGS crystals.
Crystals
Crystal Yield
g °C–1/Day
Axial Growth Velocity
V(010)
mm °C–1/Day
V(001)
mm °C–1/Day V(010)/V(001)
TGS 0.171 0.88 0.34 2.58
TGS + Ce 0.021 0.079 0.047 1.68
TGS + Cs 0.009 0.198 0.007 28.20
TGS + L-alanine 0.192 0.89 0.44 2.02
TGS + L-alanine + Cs 0.132 0.65 0.063 10.30
wth L-alanne and n crystals doped wth Cs and L-alanne were more domnant than pure TGS crystals. 
Also, the axal veloctes, V(001) and V(100), were affected by dopng (table 4). Lower growth rates were 
especally obvous n Cs doped crystals. The crystals became platelke for V(010)/V(001) ≈28; and the 
habits were strongly disturbed (fig. 18). L-alanine doped crystals developed a habit that was asymmetric 
about (010) plane. The growth rate n the postve b drecton was hgher than n the negatve b drecton.29 
In D- and L-alanne doped TGS crystals, (101) faces developed more promnently than (001) faces, so 
the DLATGS crystals seemed to be thnner than pure TGS crystals. The (010) faces were more devel-
oped n anlne doped crystals.84 Recently, Sef, et al. studed the dependence of growth rate of the faces of 
TGS and KDP crystals on concentraton of Cr(III).92 They proposed the followng hypothess to explan 
the effect of mpurtes on TGS and KDP crystals. It has long been known that when a solute crystallzes 
from ts supersaturated soluton, the presence of mpurtes can often have a spectacular effect on the crystal 
growth kinetics and the habit of the crystalline phase. The impurities exhibit a marked specificity in their 
acton, as they are absorbed onto growng crystal surfaces. Absorpton of mpurtes onto crystal faces 
changes the relatve surface-free energes of the face and may block stes essental to the ncorporaton 
of new solute molecules nto the crystal lattce, and hence, slow down the growth. The habt s thus, 
determned by slow-growng faces. Furthermore, n the TGS:Cr(III) system, dopng wth metal ons, metal-
glycne complexes are formed n the soluton and enter the crystal lattce n the growth process. The 
structure and type of metal-on complexes, formed n the TGS lattce, wll determne the growth rate and 
hence the crystal habt.
It s also worthwhle to descrbe the effect of the same mpurty on dfferent types of crystals. 
The growth knetc data of TGS and KDP crystals grown n the presence of Cr(III) ons are presented 
in figures 19 and 20. This data show the effects of impurity concentration on the growth rate of dif-
ferent faces of TGS and KDP crystals, grown under constant low supersaturaton. In the case of the 
KDP crystal, the mean growth rate along the [001] drecton ncreases, whle along the [100] drec-
ton t remans almost constant wth a Cr(III) concentraton ncrease n the soluton/crystal and a slght 
fall below 7,000 ppm. A smlar type of behavor/effect of Fe(III) on growth rate has been reported by 
Owxzarek and Sangwal.25 Cr2(SO4)3 molecules are consdered to dssolve as an actve complex such as 
[Cr(H2O)2(OH)]2+, [Cr(H2O))4(OH)2]+, or [Cr2(SO4)2(H2O)7(OH)]+ and are assumed to adsorb on the 
crystal faces, thereby suppressng the growth rate. The mpurtes adsorbed on the surface of growng 
crystal at low supersaturaton mpede movements of steps by dfferent mechansms, dependng on the 
ste of adsorpton. Models of dfferent types that descrbe the adsorpton process and growth reducton 
have been reported n the lterature.26–27,36,93 These models assume that the mpurty speces (ons,  
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Fgure 18.  Growth habt of doped TGS crystals.
molecules, or atoms) are adsorbed on the crystal surface nto Ks, Ls, and Ts of growng surfaces. As 
soon as Ks and steps are occuped by mpurty partcles there s a reducton n growth rate, due to cov-
erage of the crystal faces. Ths decrease n the growth rate can be explaned on the bass of a model 
proposed by Sangwal, et al. that s based on ther recent studes nvolvng the Cu(II) ammonum oxa- 
late monohydrate crystal system.32 As shown in figure19, the decrease in growth rate of {100} face  
KDP crystals should be a kinetic effect involving a reduction in the value of the kinetic coefficient  
(β= aνexp(–W/kT), where a s the dmenson of growth unts perpendcular to the step, ν s the frequency 
of vbraton of molecules/atoms on the surface (s–1), W s the actvaton energy for growth, k s the 
Boltzman constant, and T s the temperature (n Kelvn)) for moton of steps on the surface. Above a cer-
tan crtcal mpurty concentraton, there s no knetc effect of mpurty on growth knetcs. Ths may be 
due to the fact that all the actve centers for crystallzaton are blocked, thus reducng the growth rate to 
zero. In our study, no growth of the {100} face was observed with more than 8,000 ppm of Cr(III) impu-
rty n the KDP soluton. An ncrease n growth rate along the [001] drecton of KDP crystals may be 
caused by a decrease n the free energy of the face (thermodynamc effect); the surface energy decreases 
wth an ncrease n mpurty concentraton as suggested by others, and hence, an ncrease n the growth 
rate. Ths dscusson suggests that the knetc or thermodynamc effect depends on the structure of the 
crystal face .e atomc arrangement also besdes other factors.
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Fgure 19. Growth rate dependence of the faces of KDP crystals 
 on Cr(III) concentraton.
Fgure 20 shows that n the case of TGS crystals, the growth rate along the [010] drecton 
decreases wth an ncrease n Cr(III) concentraton n the growth soluton. Ths growth rate decrease s 
due to the knetc effect, as prevously explaned, for the KDP crystal system. However, there s a slght 
ncrease n the growth rate along the [001] drecton, wth maxma around 1,300 ppm of Cr(III) and 
then there s a decrease. Accordng to layer growth models, the consequence of a decrease n the edge 
free energy s an ncrease n the growth rate. Addtonally, a decrease n edge free energy may cause the 
growth mechansm to change. The effect of an ntal ncrease, followed by a subsequent decrease n 
growth rate wth an ncreasng mpurty concentraton, has been suggested by Davey, et al., to opposte 
effects of thermodynamc and knetc parameters.94 Furthermore, the ablty of addtves to form com-
plexes wth adventtous mpurtes present n a growth medum cannot be ruled out, as t can alter the 
atomc arrangement n crystal faces. To explan the effect of mpurtes on growth n more detal, one 
needs to collect more expermental data, ncludng studes of the mcromorphology of crystal surfaces as 
well as growth knetcs. 
Effects of varous organc dopants such as L-asparagne, L-tyrosne, L-cystne, guandne, L-
valne, and others on morphology, growth, mechancal, and some physcal TGS propertes have also 
been reported n the recent past.95–99 However, no explanaton s gven for the morphology change of 
crystals by the authors of these publcatons.
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Fgure 20.  Growth rate dependence of the faces of TGS crystals 
 on Cr(III) concentraton.
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7.  SOLUTION GROWTH OF TRIGLYCINE SULFATE CRYSTALS IN MICROGRAVITY 
ABOARD SPACELAB–3 AND THE INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY  
LABORATORY–1
NASA has accomplished about 115 Space Transportation Systems (STS) spaceflight missions 
(STS–1 to STS–121) from 1980 to present.100 
The authors were assocated wth NASA’s two mssons called Spacelab-3 and the Internatonal 
Mcrogravty Laboratory (IML)–1 n whch sngle TGS crystals were grown from soluton n mcrogravty 
for a perod of 7 days aboard the Space Shuttle.
The general goal of the programs wthn NASA’s mcrogravty research dvson was to conduct 
basc and appled research under mcrogravty condtons (10–6 g) that would ncrease our understand-
ing of fundamental physical, chemical, and biological processes, specifically, biotechnology, combustion 
science, fluid physics, fundamental physics, and materials science.
The mcrogravty envronment of space provdes a unque opportunty to further our understandng 
of various materials phenomena involving the molten, fluidic, and gaseous states by reducing or eliminating 
buoyancy-drven effects. Mcrogravty experments n space are affected by resdual mcroacceleratons 
on the spacecraft dervng from atmospherc drag, reacton control systems, momentum wheels, gravty 
gradients, crew involvement, and other disturbances. Mostly, there is no actual suggestion by the scientific 
communty as to the mcrogravty level requred for ther experment. The general opnon s that mcro-
gravity will reduce the influence of convection, buoyancy, and sedimentation. Hardly any quantitative 
estmates have been made.
 
The antcpated results of mcrogravty materals scence research range from establshng base-
lines for fundamental materials processes to generating results with more direct commercial significance. 
NASA’s objectves for the mcrogravty materals scence program nclude:
• Advance our knowledge base for all classes of materals.
• Desgn and facltate the executon of mcrogravty experments that wll help acheve ths goal.
• Determne road maps for future mcrogravty studes.
• Contrbute to NASA’s Human Exploraton and Development of Space enterprse.
• Develop enablng technologes valuable to the U.S. prvate sector that contrbutes to the Natonal 
economy.
To accomplish these goals, the Materials Science program has tried to expand both its scientific 
scope and research communty’s nvolvement n mcrogravty research. Based on ther requrements for 
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expermental facltes, most of the current materals scence mcrogravty experments can be dvded 
nto four general categores as follows: 
• Melt growth experments, such as those used for processng multcomponent alloys from the lqud. 
These experments frequently requre hgh temperatures and closed contaners or crucbles to prevent 
elemental losses. 
• Aqueous or soluton growth experments for materals lke TGS and zeolte. These experments usu-
ally requre moderate to low temperatures. Hydrothermal processng of norganc compounds and sol 
gel processing also fit in this category.
• Vapor or gaseous envronments such as those used for growng mercury odde or plasma processng. 
• Processes and experments that requre contanerless processng envronments (unlke the other 
categores that use contaners for the parent materals and products). Examples of these experments 
include the formation of metallic and nonmetallic glasses during levitation melting and solidification, 
the float-zone growth of crystals, and the measurement of thermophysical properties like diffusion 
coefficients and surface tension.
7.1  Rationale for Solution Crystal Growth in Space
In the mcrogravty envronment of space, several physcal phenomena taken for granted on Earth 
change dramatcally. Convecton n soluton due to densty dfferences s greatly reduced. Crystallzaton 
and solidification are two processes that can benefit from the microgravity environment. As a part of 
NASA’s Mcrogravty and Applcatons Program, a study of TGS crystal growth from soluton was carred 
out on Spacelab-3 (SL–3) and the Frst Internatonal Mcrogravty Laboratory (IML–1) mssons n 1985 
and 1992 respectvely. Crystals from soluton are usually grown n a closed contaner of lmted volume; 
thus, any convecton generated tends to lead to a crcular to steady lamnar convecton due to buoyancy. 
The density differences in the fluid can give rise from both temperature and concentration variations. On 
Earth, buoyancy-driven convection may cause microscopic gas/ solution inclusions, fluctuating dopant 
ncorporaton, and other defects n the crystals. Besdes degradng pyroelectrc devce performance, the 
growth yeld of useful crystals s also severely mpacted due to the ncorporaton of these types of defects. 
In a low-gravty envronment, convecton s greatly suppressed and dffuson becomes the predomnant 
mechansm for thermal and mass transport. Thus, growth n mcrogravty can elmnate these problems 
and enhance our knowledge about the scence of crystal growth. 
7.2  Solution Crystal Growth Method in Space
 Snce the ground soluton technque could not be used n the mcrogravty envronment of 
space, the authors developed a new method known as the cooled-stng technque to grow crystals n 
space from soluton. 
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7.2.1  Cooled-Sting Technique
As the conventonal technques of soluton crystal growth cannot be used for growng crystals  
n space, a new technque was proposed and developed.100–102 On Earth, n the absence of strrng,  
conventonal technques of soluton crystal growth cause a lowerng of soluton concentraton n the 
vicinity of the growing crystal, resulting in an upward flow of solution. At constant temperature this 
reducton n concentraton would cause the growth rate to decrease rapdly. In a 1-g envronment, most 
soluton growth technques are drected toward ncreased convecton mass transport by applyng forced 
convecton wth very slow programmed coolng of the saturated soluton. However, n the absence of con-
vecton, a change of temperature must move nward toward the crystal by conducton. The characterstc 
tme for ths to occur s T = L2ρCp/k, where L s the dstance over whch the heat must be conducted, ρ s 
the densty, Cp s the heat capacty, and k s the thermal conductvty of soluton. For water, t takes 48 mn 
for a temperature change of 1 °C to be felt at a dstance of 2 cm. Ths s too slow to keep a constant growth 
rate. So, the authors developed a unque technque that uses a programmed coolng of the seed crystal 
itself. This is accomplished by using a cold finger (sting) in direct contact with the seed crystal, which allows 
temperature lowerng n accordance wth a predetermned polynomal for mantanng a supersaturated 
TGS soluton near the surface of the crystal.103,104 Because of the L2-dependence of T, t takes less tme 
for a change of stng temperature to be transmtted through the growng crystal and to be felt at the surface. 
Construction of the ground-based cooled sting and solution growth apparatus are illustrated in figures 21 
and 22 respectvely.103–105 In ths case, crystals are grown by lowerng the stng/seed and soluton tem-
perature, thereby creatng a desred supersaturaton. 
7.2.2  Flight Hardware
The experiment in space utilizes the fluid experiments system (FES) and crystals are grown by a 
new technque developed by the authors called the cooled-stng technque as prevously descrbed.101–103 
Ths technque utlzes heat extracton from seed crystal through a copper rod (stng), thereby creatng 
the desired supersaturation near the growing crystal. The sting temperature profile follows a predetermined 
polynomial to achieve uniform growth. Figure 23 provides a detailed diagram of the flight cell with the 
stng ncorporated n the expermental module.106 The FES s an apparatus wth the crystal growth cell 
as an ntegral part. It was developed by NASA and fabrcated by TRW, CA. 
The cell s desgned to allow a varety of holographc dagnostcs and real-tme schleren vewng 
of the crystal and the surrounding fluid. Schlieren images are transmitted downlink as black and white 
video to reveal flow patterns and variations in fluid density. Holograms recorded in space give three-
dimensional information that leads to the quantitative determination of concentration fields surround-
ing the crystal and the particle motion, if present, to determine g-jitters. The modified FES incorporates 
holographc tomography that enables takng optcal data through the cell at multple angles. Durng the 
SL–3 msson, two TGS crystals (named FES–2 and FES–3) were grown usng an (001) orented seed-
type disc, as shown in figure 24. Experiment objectives of the IML–1 flight were as follows:
• Grow TGS crystals. 
• Perform holographic tomography of fluid field in the test cell in three dimensions.
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Fgure 21.  Laboratory verson of the cooled-stng assembly for the proposed 
 mcrogravty crystal growth technque. 
• Study the fluid motion due to g-jitter by multiple exposure holography of tracer particles (200, 400, 
and 600 mm).
• Study the influence of g-jitter on crystal quality and growth rate. 
R. B. Lal, one of the authors, was the Prncpal Investgator of the SL–3 and IML–1 experments. 
The Co-Investgators were A. K. Batra, J. Trolnger, and W. R. Wlcox. Due to serous hardware prob-
lems during the IML–1 flight, only one TGS crystal was grown on an (010) oriented seed crystal. The 
seed crystal growth surface was a natural (010) face (unlke SL–3 experments n whch processed seeds 
were used) cut from a polyhedral TGS crystal, wth a thckness of about 3.5 mm. TGS crystal growth 
rate s fast (maxmum) n the [010] drecton. On ground, good-qualty crystals are grown on (001) or-
ented seed because the growth on the (010) face s nonunform and multfaceted. Thus, t was mportant 
to nvestgate the growth on an (010) orented seed n the absence of buoyancy-drven convecton, where 
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Fgure 22.  Schematc dagram of the ground-based cooled-stng soluton growth apparatus.102  
growth s expected to be manly dffuson controlled. Ths crystal was grown wth the undercoolng of 
4 °C for about 4 hr. The growth rate was estmated to be about 1.6 mm/day and qualty of the grown 
crystal was substantally good. It can be attrbuted to a smooth transton from dssoluton to growth n 
the space experment. 
7.2.3  Flight Optical System
The FES is a fully instrumented spaceflight chamber that can characterize the growth process 
through diagnostics of the crystal environment. The layout of the optical system is shown in figure 25. 
Optcal dagnostc nstruments nclude two holographc cameras and a schleren system, the output of 
whch can be vewed n real tme by TV downlnk. The optcal and electronc nstruments provde the 
measure of soluton concentraton, temperature, convecton, growth rate, and crystal propertes durng 
the tme of growth.
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Fgure 23.  Flght crystal growth cell desgned and developed by NASA.
 By recordng lght passng through the cell, as well as lght scattered from the crystal, holography 
provides diagnostics of the fluid through holographic interferometry, and particle diagnostics through 
three-dmensonal partcle magng velocmetry. Fgure 26 shows the optcal system layout n whch 
a  4-n dameter collmated He Ne (Spectra Physcs 107) laser beam passes through a double wndow 
into the crystal growth chamber, through the TGS solution, across the surface of the crystal, and finally 
emergng from a second set of wndows. The beam then contnues to the hologram plane, approxmately 
20-cm away, where it is mixed with a collimated reference wave on 70-mm format roll film. The film is 
drawn flat on the platen by a vacuum in a unique film implementation of hologram recording for inter-
ferometry. In addton to the use of vacuum platens for recordng and reconstructon, a specal reconstructon 
process, necessary for holographic interferometry with film, was developed to account for the imperfect 
optical quality of the film. A second holocamera views the crystal face directly from a lateral window.107 
Four types of holograms were produced ncludng sngle- and multple-exposed holograms. Back lghtng 
of the crystal was accomplshed n two dfferent ways, each wth advantages and lmtatons: 1) Drect 
laser beam and 2) dffuse beam. Drect llumnaton s used for nterferometry and schleren. Wth  
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Fgure 24.  TGS seed crystals used for growth runs on the IML–1 msson.  
conventonal optcs, the drect llumnaton beam would provde a sngle llumnaton and vewng angle 
through the field. The diffuse beam is produced by inserting a diffuser into the object beam path before 
the beam enters the first cell window. The diffuse beam illuminates the field with many directions and 
s convenent for some types of vewng; however, such llumnaton s not useful for nterferometry or 
schleren n ths system. 
Prevous SL–3 experence taught us that more than one vewng angle s desrable. Multple 
vewng angles were acheved n IML–1 through the use of wndows equpped wth holographc optcal 
elements (HOEs). The nput wndow contans HOEs that convert the sngle-nput beam nto three beams 
that pass over the crystal at angles of 0° and ± 23.5°. The opposte wndow contans HOEs that redrect 
these beams to the recording film plane so they can all be recorded and again separated during reconstruc-
ton. Consequently, each recordng comprses three supermposed but ndependently vewable holograms. 
The schleren system s vewed by T' that allows real-tme vewng by both the crew and the TV down-
lnk. A prmary use of the schleren system s to vew and judge the transton of the crystal from a dsso-
luton phase to a growth phase, snce control of ths transton s consdered to be crtcal n producng a 
hgh-qualty crystal. In the schleren system, the knfe-edge was set so that as the crystal was dssolvng, 
lght rays enterng the resultng hgher refractve ndex regon above the crystal would be refracted n the  
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Figure 25.  Modified FES optical system with various components.
drecton of the crystal to be removed by the knfe-edge, these appear dark n the mage. After the trans-
ton from dssolvng to growng was made, the regon mmedately above the crystal would be depleted 
of solute, thus reducng the refractve ndex and causng the refracted rays to pass above the knfe edge, 
causng a brght regon to appear above the crystal wthn the larger dark regon of hgher concentra-
ton. Ths method proved to be an extremely senstve way to dentfy the transton from dssolvng to 
growth.
7.3  Results and Discussion
 The flight TGS crystals were examined with a high-resolution monochromatic synchrotron  
x-radaton dffracton technque, both before and after slcng for the fabrcaton of nfrared detectors  
to check the lattce regularty, dentfy nclusons and dslocatons, draw nferences about growth mode 
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and stablty, and locate the nterface between the seed and the new growth. The experments were per-
formed at the Natonal Synchrotron Lght Source at Brookhaven Natonal Laboratory n collaboraton 
wth Dr. Bruce Stener of the Natonal Insttute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The performance 
of the materals was determned by ther structure, and n ths performance rregularty typcally played a 
leadng role. The growth of crystals n low-g has long been of nterest because of the antcpaton that a 
reducton n gravtatonal forces would strongly affect crystal growth, and therefore, the nature of result-
ng rregulartes. Many factors affect crystal growth, and because these can nteract strongly wth one 
another, the understandng of the structural varaton necessary for effectve explotaton has not been 
fully acheved. A knowledge of rregulartes n space-grown and Earth-grown crystals, developed n 
conjuncton wth an understandng ther geness and detaled effects on propertes, would be an mpor-
tant challenge. Such knowledge s also expected to dramatcally mprove sngle-crystal producton, both 
in space and on Earth. The local acceptance angle for diffraction from the uncut flight TGS–1 crystal,  
1–2 arc sec (fig. 27), indicates extraordinary crystal quality.108 Polystyrene partcles that had been 
ncluded n the space-grown materal n the IML–1 experment are observed as small mperfectons,  
as shown in figure 27 (b). Also, the faceted growth mode is clearly distinguishable in figure 27 (b).  
Two sets of edge dslocatons n the seed, the [101] orented and the [001] orented, were noted as well 
n mages taken n Laue geometry, but they appear not to have affected the space growth. Observaton 
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Fgure 27.  Hgh-resoluton synchrotron x-ray radaton dffracton magng of 1-g 
 and µg grown TGS crystals. 
of the cut edge of the crystal, figure 27 (d), shows continuity between the seed at the top. Demarca-
ton between the seed and the space-grown materal s ndstnct. Hgh-resoluton magng of terrestral 
crystals has shown that the surface treatment of the seed crystal s crtcal to growth perfecton. Ground-
control TGS crystals were of extremely high perfection. A slice next to many possible flight seeds was 
examned by hgh-resoluton dffracton magng. Flght seed selecton was based on the perfecton of 
the slce next to the seed crystal.
Infrared detectors from the flight- and ground-control crystals were fabricated at EDO/Barnes 
Engneerng Dvson, Shelton, CT. The detectvty (D*) and other parameters for these nfrared detec-
tors are shown in figure 28 and the detector characteristics are given in table 5. The detectivity (D*) for 
IR detectors fabrcated from the IML–1 crystal shows an mprovement over the ground-grown crystals 
and crystals grown on SL–3. 
 Partcle moton of three dfferent szed partcles were mapped usng the technques descrbed 
prevously.106,107 The combined effects of fluid convection, particle interaction, residual gravity, shuttle 
maneuvers, and g-jtters have been observed. The nterferograms, however, show several noteworthy 
features. When the crystal enters a growth phase, the soluton n the regon near the crystal s depleted 
of solute, thus reducing the refractive index below the surrounding fluid, creating a hemispherical cap of 
fringes over the crystal, as shown in figure 29. The stability of this cloud in the interferograms confirmed 
that the crystal was growng n a dffuson-controlled process. The cloud dd show, however, that the 
process was not completely axsymmetrc, a condton caused by equpment problems that were encoun-
tered durng the msson. 
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Table 5.  Detector characterstcs of space-grown TGS crystals.
Crystal (TGS)
Noise 
nV/Hz1/2
Responsivity 
(V/W)
Detectivity
(1,000 K,f,1) 
×108 f Hz Remarks
SL–3/FES2–TGS 320 510 0.99 100 Area = 0.3 ×	3 mm, blackened
(µg-grown)
IML–1TGS Seed 418 320 2 100 Area = 1 ×	1 mm, no window
(1g-grown)
IML–1TGS 90 400 4.2 100 Area = 1 ×	1 mm
(µg-grown)
IML–1TGS 98 420 4.5 100 Area = 1 ×	1 mm
(1g-grown)
IML–1TGS 100 340 3 100 Area = 1 ×	1 mm
(µg-grown)
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Figure 29.  Interferograms of concentration field in TGS solution on Earth 
 and n mcrogravty onboard SL–3.
To summarze, two mportant objectves were attaned n the IML–1 experment, n spte of FES 
operaton problems: 1) A hgh-qualty TGS crystal was grown and 2) the partcle dynamcs experment 
was successful.
In spte of lmted tme and fast growth, the growth on the (010) face was substantally unform 
over a perod of 18 hr. The growth on the (010) face on ground s mostly nonunform. The local accep-
tance angle for dffracton from the uncut crystal, 1–2 arc sec, ndcates extraordnary crystal regularty.  
Three szes of polystyrene partcles that had been occluded by the growng TGS were observed 
as small imperfections in the grown crystal. Observations of the cut edge of the flight crystal (TGS–1) 
show contnuty between the seed at the bottom and the space growth at the top, ndcatng a hgh degree 
of eptaxy of the space-grown materal. Demarcaton between the seed and the space-grown materal s 
ndstnct, ndcatng a smooth transton from dssoluton to growth, so solvent nclusons between the 
seed and the grown layer are not formed. Experments on Earth have shown that such nclusons tend 
to result n dslocatons that propagate through subsequently grown materal and degrade propertes. 
The IR detectors fabricated from the TGS–1 flight crystal show improved detectivity (D*) compared to 
ground samples and even wth detectors fabrcated from crystals grown on SL–3. The delectrc loss n 
the IML–1 crystal s lower than n ground crystals and crystals grown n SL–3.
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8.  PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH
The human body contans thousands of dfferent protens that play essental roles n mantanng lfe. 
A protein’s structure determines the specific role that proteins play in the human body; however, researchers 
lack detaled knowledge about the structures of many protens. Crystallzaton of protens has three major 
applcatons: 1) Structural bology and drug desgn, 2) boseparatons, and 3) controlled drug delvery. In the 
first application, protein crystals are used with crystallography techniques to ascertain the three-dimensional 
structure of the molecule. Ths structure s ndspensable n correctly determnng the complex bologcal 
functions of these macromolecules. Drug design involves designing a molecule that can fit exactly into a 
bndng ste of a macromolecule and block functon of the dsease pathway. Producng better qualty crys-
tals wll result n a more accurate three-dmensonal proten structure, whch n turn, means the bologcal 
functon can be known more precsely resultng n mproved drug desgn. Boseparatons refer to the down-
stream processng of the fermentaton products. Typcally, the desred product of the fermentaton process s 
a proten (e.g. nsuln) that needs to be separated from the bomass. Crystallzaton s one of the commonly 
employed technques for proten separaton. It has the advantage of beng a bengn separaton process that 
does not cause the proten to unfold and lose ts actvty. Controlled drug delvery s also very mportant. 
Most drugs rapidly clear the body following administration, making it difficult to achieve a constant desired 
level over a perod of tme. When the drug s a proten, such as nsuln or Alfa-nterferon, admnstratng 
the drug n the crystallne form shows promse of achevng controlled delvery. The challenge s to produce 
crystals of relatvely unform sze so that dosage can be prescrbed correctly.
8.1  Protein Crystal Growth Methods
Protein crystallization is inherently difficult because of the fragile nature of protein crystals. 
Protens have rregularly shaped surfaces that result n the formaton of large channels wthn any pro-
ten crystal. Therefore, the no-covalent bonds that hold the lattce together must often be formed through 
several layers of solvent molecules. In addton to overcomng the nherent fraglty of proten crystals, 
successful producton of x-ray worthy crystals s dependent upon a number of envronmental factors 
because so much varaton exsts among protens, wth each ndvdual requrng unque condtons for 
successful crystallzaton. Therefore, attemptng to crystallze a proten wthout a proven protocol can be 
very tedous. Factors that requre consderaton are proten purty, pH, proten concentraton, temperature, 
and precptants. To ntate crystallzaton, the proten soluton has to be brought to a thermodynamcally 
unstable state of supersaturaton. The soluton can be brought back to the stable equlbrum state through 
precptaton of the proten, whch s the most frequent process, or through crystallzaton. The supersatu-
raton state can be acheved by several technques ncludng evaporaton of solvent molecules, change of 
onc strength, change of pH, change of temperature, or change of some other parameter. 
Two of the most commonly used methods for proten crystallzaton are: 1) Hangng drop method 
and 2) sttng drop method, whch falls under the category of vapor dffuson109–110 Both of these meth-
ods entail a droplet containing purified protein, buffer, and precipitants in higher concentration. Initially, 
the droplet of protein solution contains an insufficient concentration of precipitant for crystallization, but 
as water vaporzes from the drop and transfers to the reservor, the precptant concentraton ncreases 
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to a level optmal for crystallzaton. Snce the system s n equlbrum, these optmum condtons are 
mantaned untl crystallzaton s complete. Fgures 30 and 31 depct the hangng drop and sttng drop 
systems, respectvely. The hangng drop method dffers from the sttng drop method n the vertcal 
orentaton of the proten soluton drop wthn the system. It s mportant to menton that both methods 
requre a closed system, meanng the system must be sealed off from the outsde usng an artght con-
taner. It s also worthy of mentonng that the reservor soluton usually contans buffer and precptant. 
The proten soluton contans the same compounds, but n lower concentratons. For precptaton, the 
proten soluton may also contan trace metals or ons. For nstance, nsuln s known to requre trace 
amounts of znc for crystallzaton. 
Coverslip With Protein Solution
High-Vacuum
Grease
Reservoir Solution
Fgure 30.  Schematc dagram of the hangng drop method. 
Coverslip
High-Vacuum
Grease
Protein Solution
Reservoir Solution
Fgure 31.  Schematc dagram of the sttng drop method. 
8.2  Protein Crystal Growth Mechanisms
From the presence of well-defined facets on most protein crystals, one can unambiguously 
conclude that growth occurs va the spreadng of layers from growth step sources such as dslocatons 
and two-dimensional nuclei. This has been confirmed on a molecular level. Ex situ electron microscopy 
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observatons have resolved ndvdual growth steps on (010) and (110) faces of tetragonal lysozyme 
that, contrary to recent clams are of monomolecular heght.111–113 In stu atomc force mcroscopy of 
lysozyme has produced partcularly nstructve mages of growth step generaton at screw dslocaton 
outcrops and of two-dmensonal nucleaton-nduced slands.
 Most recently, atomc force mcroscopy observatons on a larger number of other protens and 
vruses have reproduced the whole body of growth morphology and knetc scenaros known for norganc 
soluton growth ncludng the followng: 114
•  Layer spreadng from dslocatons. 
• Two-dmensonal nucle nteracton between growth steps from sources of dfferent actvtes. 
• Impedment of step propagaton by foregn partcles. 
Partcle engulfment was often observed to result n dslocaton formaton. Crystalltes that mpnged on 
the nterface became ether eptaxally algned wth the man crystal or remaned msalgned and caused 
varous defects durng further growth. There even appears to be some ndcaton of knetc roughenng 
on certan facets of some protens.115
8.3  Protein Crystal Growth in Microgravity
The mcrogravty envronment aboard spacecraft n low-Earth orbt provdes a convecton and 
sedimentation free environment for the study and application of fluid-based systems.116–117 Wth the 
advent of the Space Shuttle, scentsts had regular access to such envronments and many experments 
were ntated, ncludng those n proten crystallzaton. After many trals, t became clear that for sev-
eral protens, crystallzaton n mcrogravty envronment resulted n bgger and better crystals. In some 
nstances, crystals that could not be crystallzed at all on the ground were found to crystallze n space. 
Conversely, for numerous protens the space envronment was found to be no better or was even worse 
than ground-based condtons. As a result of these observatons, NASA has become one of the leadng 
Federal agences n promptng and fundng proten crystallzaton research. Efforts are drected at both 
utlzng the space envronment to mprove crystallzaton of novel protens and n fundamental studes 
of the causes (f any) of the mprovement n proten crystals produced n mcrogravty. The results from 
flying more and studying in more detail have significantly altered attitudes toward space-based protein 
crystal growth. Persuasve explanatons and a strong theoretcal model have emerged to explan why 
space-based growth s better.
Snce the ncepton of proten crystal growth n mcrogravty research by Lttke, several research 
groups have developed mcrogravty hardware and experments, ncludng the followng:118–123 
•  Hand-held proten crystallzaton apparatus for mcrogravty (HH–PCAM).124
• Dffuson-controlled crystallzaton apparatus for mcrogravty (DCAM).125
• Hgh-densty proten crystal growth system (HDPCG).126
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• Proten crystallzaton faclty (PCF).127
• A multuser faclty-based proten crystallzaton apparatus for mcrogravty (PCAM).124
• Advanced proten crystallzaton faclty (APCF).125
Several thousand individual protein crystal growth experiments have been flown using the PCAM 
faclty hardware aboard the Space Shuttle. Accordng to the developer, ths faclty hardware represents 
a pioneering development in design and deployment of spaceflight hardware based on disposable inter-
face elements.124 Furthermore, it has resulted in an ultrahigh resolution structure and the first example of 
neutron dffracton acheved as a result of proten crystal growth n mcrogravty.127 Addtonally, funda-
mental dfferences n proten parttonng n mcrogravty have been documented, usng ths faclty, that 
represent the first direct experimental observation of the factors contributing to quality improvements in 
the growth of proten crystals n mcrogravty.128 The other mportant hardware, referred to as DCAM, 
utlzes the dalyss method and allows the equlbraton rate of each ndvdual experment to be passvely 
controlled from several days to several months. It s worth mentonng that the supersaturaton precson 
control rate n ths hardware has routnely produced macrocrystals for a varety of protens, szed from 5 
mm to 1.25 cm. Analyss of serum albumn, ferrtn, lysozyme, bacterorhodopsn, and nucleosome 
core hardware mprovements for the Internatonal Space Staton wll allow scentsts to learn more 
about the growth mechansms and perform x-ray analyss aboard the Space Staton.126
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9.  CONCLUDING REMARKS
Bulk, hgh-qualty, sngle crystals are requred for use n fabrcatng devces for varous techno-
logcal applcatons. Crystal growth s a complcated process that depends on many parameters that can 
nteract and the complete process s not well understood. Ths s one of the reasons to grow crystals n the 
mcrogravty of space to separate omnpresent convecton on Earth and have only dffuson-controlled 
growth. Authors have attempted to gve a comprehensve overvew of the varous problems encountered 
n the soluton growth of sngle crystals on Earth and n-space experments based on ther experence 
for almost three decades. The solutons of the varous problems encountered durng growth on ground 
and in spaceflight experiments are described. This section serves as a foundation for those who desire 
to ntate a research program n the growth of bulk sngle crystals of technologcal mportance that can 
be grown from the low-temperature soluton technque. A bref revew of crystal growth fundamentals s 
presented, ncludng key technques for soluton crystal growth such as solublty determnaton and the 
desgn of varous crystal growth systems ncludng the mechancal and electronc crystal motor recpro-
cating arrangement. Three generations of modifications to solution crystallizers designed and fabricated 
n the laboratory and the crystallzer for the space growth cooled-stng technque advanced by the authors 
are descrbed. A number of soluton-grown crystals grown at Alabama A&M Unversty are shown. A 
detaled descrpton of the crystal growth experments on TGS, an mportant IR materal s provded, 
along with an explanation of the difficulties encountered with SL–3 and IML–1 crystal growth experi-
ments aboard the Space Shuttle. The basc prncples that are shared by the soluton growth technque 
and protein crystal growth are briefly mentioned and the efforts of protein crystal growth in microgravity 
are also dscussed.
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